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SUMMARY

In this study, we present the first numerical simulation of the 1930 tsunami-induced by a subaerial
landslide that occurred in Madeira Island – North East Atlantic. On March 4, 1930, a cliff failure
initiated at 400 m altitude at Cape Girão in the south shore of Madeira island causing an eight-meter
initial wave that propagated along the coast. The landslide-induced tsunami flooded the Vigário
beach causing at least 20 casualties.We present the reconstruction of the pre-event morphology of
the area, the initial moving of the sliding mass and the propagation of the tsunami wave along the
coast. We use a visco-plastic model to simulate the subaerial landslide coupled with a shallow water
model to simulate the tsunami propagation. Results are presented in terms of wave height, runup
and inundation limits. The numerical simulation reproduces the main eyewitnesses´ tsunami
observations as well as the almost immediate flooding of the Vigário beach – about 2 min after the
slide - that caused twenty casualties. Future tsunami hazard assessments in the area should
consider this type of subaerial mass movements as they are a common phenomenon in these
islands. This work was supported by the TROYO project, MAGICLAND (PTDC/CTA-GEO/30381/2017)
FCT-funded project, and FCT- project UID/GEO/50019/2019 - Instituto Dom Luiz.
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THE CAPE GIRÃO (MADEIRA) 1930 COLLAPSE TSUNAMI

TSUNAMI GENERATION (collapse volume 2 570 000 m3)GOVERNING EQUATIONS – MULTI-LAYER DEPTH-AVERAGED VISCOPLASTIC MODEL
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TSUNAMI PROPAGATION

TSUNAMI IMPACT & INUNDATION AT VIGÁRIO BEACH

Tsunami Hazard in Madeira Island from Subaerial Landslides: The 1930 Event

Madeira-Cape Girão, Sector-collapse, 1930

Vigário beach

On March 4th, 1930, a sector of
the Cape Girão cliff, located in
the southern shore of Madeira
island, collapsed in the sea and
generated an 8 m tsunami wave
height. The landslide-induced
tsunami propagated along
Madeira's coast and flooded the
Vigário beach, 200-300 m of
inundation extent, causing 20
casualties.

Cape Girão sector-collapse, 1930

The model is in good agreement with the description of
the tsunami generation: “the Cape Girão cliff collapsed in
the sea and generated an 8 m tsunami wave height”
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Photo from: http://www.concelhodecamaradelobos.com/dicionario/praia_vigario.html
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Cape Girao: Recent Aerial photo showing
the scar of the 1930 landslide.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
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We present a first attempt of modelling the tsunami occurred on March
4th, 1930, following the collapse of the Cape Girão cliff’s sector, located
in the southern shore of Madeira island. The results of this study are
presented in terms of tsunami generation, propagation towards the
Vigário beach, where tsunami inundation was reported causing the
death of 20 persons. The main findings of this study are:

1. The collapse of the Cape Girão sector generates an 8 m wave, in
good agreement with the description of the observed tsunami
generation.

2. The tsunami reaches the Vigário beach in about 2 min after the
collapse.

3. Wave heights offshore Vigário are in the range of 1 to 1.5 m.

4. The Vigário beach is completely flooded with inundation depth of 0.5
to 1.5 m.

5. The reported 200 to 300 m of inundation distance is not reproduced
by the inundation model, suggesting future modelling of tsunami
flood considering the reconstruction of the digital elevation model of
Vigário beach at the time of the collapse.


